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proposed Senate had powers by which, the minority spokesmen
declared, It could make itself an aristocracy and the government
an oligarchy. The House of Representatives, Masoa said, was
"not the substance, but the shadow only of representation53; and
Lee echoed him by saying that the House was "a mere shred^ or
rag of representation/"'
The central government, as the debate went on, was magnified
into a monstrous overshadowing force, outside and above any
given state, which would be free to dominate, fax, and enslave
a helpless people* There was a widespread fear that the federal
district ten miles square which was to be the seal: of the projected
government would develop into something malign and alien,
Mason, and with him Patrick Henry, in time took up this cry. A
backwoods Baptist elder won election to the ratifying convention
In North Carolina by telling his constituents that the federal
capita! \vculd be a walled or fortified town with an enormous
standing army to sally forth and reduce the people to submission*
The anonymous author of an extremely rare pamphlet, The Gov-
ernment of Nature Delineated, published at Carlisle, Pennsyl-
vania, early in 17SS prophesied that the federal district would
draw In treasure "from every corner of the land" and become "a
place of refuge for well-bom bankrupts, to shelter themselves
and property from the rapacity of their persecuting creditors."
Within a few weeks after the Constitution was made public^
the people were sharply aligned in two parties for or against it.
Those who supported it called themselves Federalists, and denied
the charge that they were aiming at a consolidated government
with the states abolished. Those who opposed it came naturally to
call themselves Antifederalists, since they were united chiefly in
their dislike of the Constitution and were otherwise of various
opinions on a desirable government for the United States, Some
of them thought the Constitution was not strong enough. Some of
them thought the country was too large for a single central
authority, and talked again of regional confederations. Some of
them were jealous for their states and their own rank in them.
Some of them were theoretical republicans, who distrusted the
novelties in this federal scheme. Most of them were simply con-
servatives, disturbed by a threat to their peace, suddenly fond of
the traditional ways of life in their separate states, afraid of
taxation and tyranny from an uncontrolled super-state, and genii-

